On the anisotropy of the canine diaphragmatic central tendon.
We studied the mechanical and anatomical anisotropy of the canine diaphragmatic central tendon (CT). Dumb-bell-shaped strips with effective dimensions of 10 x 2 mm (length x width) were cut from different regions of the canine diaphragmatic CT in two different orientations relative to the direction of neighboring muscle fibers. Specimens sampled with their long axial dimension oriented parallel to the neighboring muscle fibers were named Group-1 and those sampled with an orientation perpendicular to the neighboring muscle fibers were named Group-2. Results from one-dimensional stress-strain and tensile failure strength tests revealed that the CT is a nonlinear, inelastic, and anisotropic material. Group-1 specimens were found to have a higher stiffness, higher failure strength and higher strain energy density at failure than Group-2 specimens. Polarized microscopy showed that multiple sheets of collagen fiber bundles formed an orthogonal network in the tendon. Collagen fiber bundles along Group-1 direction formed parallel trajectory lines connecting the neighboring costal and crural muscles; bundles along Group-2 direction were observed to orient 90 degrees away. At the central apex region of the CT, collagen bundles of Group-1 formed a fan-like trajectory pattern. This collagen network architecture was compared favorably to the trajectories of an approximated principal stress field in the CT due to simulated contractile forces from its adjacent costal and crural muscles. These combined results suggest a structure-function relationship for the anatomical and mechanical anisotropy in the canine diaphragmatic CT.